
	

	

THE MULTI-PARCEL AUCTION PROCESS WITH 
TRIANGLE NATIONAL 

 
Multi-parcel auctions divide properties into multiple tracts, expanding the number of options for 
sellers and buyers. As a bidder, you should arrive on auction day with full knowledge of the 
property and ready to buy.  And in a multi-parcel auction, you only bid on the property you want 
on your terms. Bid on one tract, bid on a few, or bid on them all!  

We want you to feel comfortable with the auction process and are always available to answer any 
questions you may have. A multi-parcel auction doesn’t move quite like cattle or equipment auction. 
But once you understand the mechanics of the process, there is no other way to buy property that 
puts a bidder in the driver’s seat quite like a multi-parcel auction.  

On auction day, you should arrive early to review any updated materials and ensure you’re 
registered to bid. Opening announcements will be made, and the Triangle National team will be 
available throughout the room to help you submit your bids and answer your questions.  

When our auctioneer steps to the microphone, each tract will be auctioned individually to establish 
a base price for each parcel. This will be the fastest round of bidding. As individual tracts are 
auctioned, you will notice that the auctioneer does not announce any tract as “SOLD” but instead 
closes the bidding by saying “POST IT.” This keeps the bidding open as we move into the next 
round.  A real time leader board and map will display who is in the leading position on each tract 
or combination throughout the process. 

After the individual tracts have been auctioned and posted in round one, the second round of 
bidding begins, offering you the opportunity to bid on any individual tract or combination.  The 
process allows individual tract bidders to break apart a combination, or a high bid on one 
combination of tracts can be outbid by an entirely different combination, and so on.   Throughout 
the process, displayed “back-in” values let bidders know what it would take to regain the leading 
position on any tract or combination. 

If you come to an auction serious about purchasing one or more tracts, we encourage you to get 
your bid on the board early!  While the multi-parcel process gives all bidders a chance to purchase 
the property they want, if your interested in smaller combinations or single tracts, there are clear 
benefits to getting your bid on the leader board early before larger combinations are posted. 

As combinations are created and broken apart, bids can come back into the lead that didn’t ever 
change their bids. Any posted bid is considered active for the duration of the auction and can be 
back in the winning position at any time. So, once you’ve placed a bid, it is critical that you not 
leave the auction until the gavel drops and auctioneer says “SOLD!” The tracts will be sold when no 
more advance bids are offered.  
 
And remember, if you are the successful bidder on one or more tracts, your high bid amount plus 
the posted buyer’s premium amount will determine your final contract price, and bidding is not 
contingent upon your ability to obtain financing.  Sales contracts are signed immediately after the 
close of the auction, and we work to close your purchase in 30 days or less! 












